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ABSTRACT

In 2018 the Italian government has proposed a bill to develop Physical Education PE in Primary school. The focus is the qualifications of Primary teachers throughout PE degree course for teaching qualifications instead the generalist training, as well as it happens in secondary school. Aim is to point out the core curriculum to become a specialist teacher of PE in the Italian primary school. It is a mapping activity providing a comparative data from all 38 Italian degree course in PE. It based on declared learning outcomes of four areas of knowledge: 1. sport and physical activity; 2. biological, biomedical and clinical; 3. psicopedagogical; 4. historical, legal, economic, statistical and sociological. Results shows that the percentage of degree course that curriculum focus on PES is 34%, while the percentage of curricula, focused on biological, biomedical and clinical area is 63%. It seems that, despite University aims to train professional in the field of PE, the degree courses of PE are mainly shaped to build biological, biomedical and clinical skills instead professional skills of PES. The core curriculum should be aim on the strict elements of physical training and sport sciences methodology and should have the same structure plane of subjects on all of 38 universities. Key words: Core curriculum; Specialist teacher; Sport science degree.
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INTRODUCTION

In Italy to teach in pre-school and in primary school is needed a Master’s degree in Science of Primary Education. This master’s degree lasts five years and prescribes three main types of educational activities: academic class, workshop (on the subject of academic class) and internship at school. The internship lasts 600 hours (equivalent to 24 university credit) and it should be carried out directly at school and indirectly through courses and workshop held by tenured teacher of pre-school and of primary school. The academic class and the related workshop are mainly related to some generalist disciplines (Pedagogy, Didactic and Psychology) and peripheral (in terms of university credit) to some specialist disciplines (Italian Language, Mathematics, History, Geography, English, Arts, Physical Education, Physics and Biology). It appears that the training to become a pre-school and a primary school teacher is a demanding path (Raiola 2011ab), but despite both generalist and specialist training of teachers, some specialist disciplines are badly affected by a summary training that don’t get ready to specialized teach.

Therefore in 2015 the law n. 107 (art. 1, co. 20) has established that, in addition to people licensed to teach in primary school, (in primary school) could be also involved secondary school teachers that are specialized on physical education. This law has been not enough to bridge the gap of specialized PE teacher in primary school, so in 2018 the Italian government has proposed a public bill to develop and encourage Physical Education in primary school. The key element of the bill is the qualifications of teachers involved in physical education education school programs as in the Italian primary schools, like in other European Countries (Eurydice, 2013), are employed only generalist teachers for this purpose, while at (lower and high) secondary level specialist teachers of physical education are the norm.

More in detail, the bill that to teach physical education in primary school is needed a bachelor’s degree in Sport Science. Whereas, since 2000, to teach physical education in secondary (lower and high) school is needed a master’s degree in Sport Science and a training course.

Since 2004 (Low n. 270) the degree courses in Italy are grouped in “families” of degrees depending on similarity of learning outcomes and job positions; this law guarantee that the 50% of University Credits to graduate is related to standard Academic Disciplines, whereas the remaining 50% is characteristic of each University. Bachelor’s degrees in Sport Science are grouped in a single family of degree (L22), whereas master’s degrees in Sport Science are grouped in three families of degree: 1. sport science LM68; 2. adapted activity LM67; 3. management of sport LM47 (D’Elia et al., 2018; Raiola et al., 2018).

AIM

The present study is a report on curricula of Sport Science (Bachelor) Degree Course in Italy aimed at point out the core curriculum to become a specialist teacher of physical education in the Italian primary school. It is a short mapping activity providing a comparative information from all 38 Italian Degree Course in Sport Science and Physical Education, starting from the standard University Credit and focusing on the characteristic percentage of Academic Discipline of each University.

METHODOLOGY

Document analysis was conducted. It has been analysed 38 data sheets related to the Italian Sport Science Bachelor’s Degree Courses. Data sheets are comprehensive information booklets that include details on learning outcomes, study plan, learning environment and much more information about the course.
Data collection was based on declared learning outcomes according to four areas of knowledge; each area unifies different academic disciplines and it is based on coherence and similarity:

1. SPORT and PE area, that unify the academic disciplines on sport and physical activities, including practice exercises;
2. BIO area; that unify the academic disciplines on biological, biomedical and clinical aspect of locomotion and of sport;
3. PSICOPEDAGOGICAL area; that unify the academic disciplines on pedagogy, didactic and psychology;
4. COLLECTION area, that unify historical, legal, economic, statistical and sociological academic disciplines.

It has been compared the University Credits of academic disciplines, making an estimate of importance and prevalence of each area in relation to the other.

RESULTS

Data analysis shows that the percentage of Degree Courses of Sport Science in Italy that focus their curriculum mainly on SPORT and PE area is 34%, while the percentage of curricula focused on BIO area is 63%. In only one case the prevalence area is PSICOPEDAGOGICAL.

DISCUSSION

It seems that despite University is called to train professional in the field of physical education and sport, the Sport Science (Bachelor) Degree Courses in Italy are mainly shaped to build biological, biomedical and clinical skills instead of skills about design, management, planning and assessment of sport and physical activities. The job positions outcoming from bachelor’s degree in sport science should be directed to both technical and educational aspects and based on the awareness that during childhood physical education should not be limited to training of physical skills, (D’Isanto 2016; Altavilla et al., 2016; Valentini et al., 2018a), because has more than just a technical or a recreational dimension and it could enhance educational goals, lifelong fitness and good health (Raiola, 2013; Raiola, 2014; Raiola, 2015; Di Tore et al., 2016; Valentini, 2018b).

In particular, the current curricula lacks contents and learning outcomes centred on sport and PE, in spite of recommendation of the National Council of the Heads of Department of Sport Sciences to address to sport and PE area the 70% of contents of each discipline.

Core curriculum should consider specific contents about knowledge and understanding in sport science and PE, ensuring that student will be able to apply these knowledges and understanding.

In particular, physical education and sport at school cannot be limited to improving just physical abilities, because it covers a broader range of skills, as emotional, social, cognitive and moral concepts. So the physical (promotion of health and healthy lifestyle, including lifelong enjoyment in physical activity and exercise), personal (development of physical awareness, self-confidence and self-esteem, sense of responsibility, patience and courage, balanced mental attitudes) and social (sense of solidarity, social interaction, team work and team spirit, fair play, respect for rules and for others) development of children is a main educative goal to which direct learning outcomes.
CONCLUSION

According to the need to qualify specialist teachers of physical education for the primary school, core curriculum of the Degree Course in Sport Science in Italy should be focused mainly on the sport and physical activity area of knowledge, studying in deep how to teach (and to learn through) sport and physical education during childhood.

In addition to specify contents and learning outcomes to become primary school PE teacher it is also necessary to reach a compromise between the master’s degrees needed to teach in primary school and to teach physical education in secondary school, equalizing prerequisites to teach physical education in primary school.
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